Brass Sheet Metal Parts Sheet Metal Components

We have latest power presses manufacturing Brass Sheet metal parts Copper Sheet metal parts stamped parts and components and Brass Sheet metal components. We make various pressed sheet metal parts and components like Brass Washers, Brass electrical terminals, Copper electrical pressings, Brass Gaskets, Copper gaskets, pressed metal parts etc.

- Sheet Metal parts and Sheet metal components from 0.3mm to 4mm in thickness
- In-house tooling room for developing components quickly and at competitive prices
- Brass Sheet Metal stamped parts and components with Nickel and Chrome plating
- Materials like Stainless Steel 304 316 Copper and Aluminium used for pressed sheet metal parts and pressed components
- Electrical grade stamped parts like earth tags, grounding lugs, earthing components form sheets

ADDEESS:
A1metallics INDIA Plot No.10 GIDC Industrial Estate, Shanker Tekri Jamnagar Gujarat, India.

CONTACTS:
PHONE : 91-22-43449300/27
FAX : 91-22-22834046
EMAIL : sales@a1metallics.com
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